COURAGE TO LIVE YOUR MOST MEANINGFUL LIFE

9 ways to prepare to work for the UN, an NGO or a nonprofit
1. Mine your existing networks
Like most industries, personal connections are everything in the humanitarian and development sectors. You’ll
hear about jobs through word-of-mouth, and a strong recommendation from a current employee can really help
you get your foot in the door. If a friend or colleague knows someone who’s worked in the sector, email them and
ask if they’d share their experience and advice. Follow them on social media, meet them for a coffee or arrange a
phone call. You’ll get first-hand perspective and solid advice, and may well make a longer-term contact. Of all the
people we've cold contacted, almost every single one has been incredibly generous with their time and shared
insights that helped us understand better what our options were and what to expect.

2. Read the news and follow relevant social media accounts, podcasts etc.
Don’t just be interested. Be informed. Pay attention to global news. Read reports by foreign correspondents. Follow
the social media accounts of the Secretary-General; UN agencies and NGOs and the heads of those organisations;
communications officers; humanitarians and development officers in the field; analysts; thinktanks and more.
There’s a wealth of information on social media and some amazing podcasts to listen to on your commute. Read.
Watch. Listen. Learn.

3. Volunteer
It’s a worthy thing to do as a human being, regardless. But if you want to work for a nonprofit, NGO or the United
Nations, volunteering can also be a good way to show you’re committed to social justice and you have some firsthand understanding of how community groups or NGOs work. You could teach language classes to refugees, or run
out-of-school activities for disadvantaged youth. You could support an environmental organisation’s campaigns or
help a group provide feminine hygiene products to homeless women.

4. Learn a new language
To start with, it’s purely practical: most job ads will ask you how many other languages you speak, and how well
you speak them. You may find yourself having to speak and write in more than one language at work, including in
West Africa and parts of the Middle East, and some roles will require candidates to answer questions in multiple
languages. It’s also a sign that you’re adaptable and open to other cultures. And it’s a lot of fun.
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5. Update your LinkedIn profile
Gone are the days when LinkedIn was only a place for people to promote their private sector achievements. Today,
there’s an active humanitarian and development community on the site, with people posting job ads, promoting
their achievements and sharing thought-provoking articles. Get involved in the conversations by liking and
commenting on posts. Keep your own profile updated and include every piece of relevant experience, including any
local volunteering.

6. Rewrite your CV
Your CV must be updated and tailored broadly to a job in international relations; you never know when a new
contact will suggest you email it to them, or a job will be advertised with a tight deadline. You don’t want to be
starting from scratch under pressure. Look at job descriptions for the types of roles you’re interested in, and think
about what you can highlight from your skills and experience that would be relevant. Think you have some holes
that need to be filled? Go back to points 3 or 5 above, or take an intermediary job that could be a stepping stone.

7. Save money
We can’t stress this one enough. It can be expensive establishing yourself in humanitarian or development work.
Initially you might work for free, or a low salary, to gain experience. You may have to pay for your own flights or
travel insurance. You might need to fly home for a family wedding or to see elderly grandparents. The costs can
add up. You’ll need savings in the bank.

8. Go to networking events with people interested in international issues
They’re out there: other people who are interested in more than just their corner of the world. Check out relevant
interest groups on Meetup, or track down your local UN Association. Join their social events and find friends who
share your interest in global issues. Some may have their own stories about working in the field. If nothing else,
you’ll be inspired and meet interesting new people. You could also make professional connections or long-lasting
friendships.

9. Get a Master's degree
This is potentially the most time-consuming and expensive item on the list. But it’s increasingly important. It is
possible for someone with an undergraduate degree to land a good UN or NGO job, but agencies now often require
advanced degrees.

